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One of the problems with contextual embedding
models is that although fine-tuned models perform

well on the samples generated from the same distribution as the training samples, they 
suffer considerably from unlabeled data when applied to a different domain (Saito et al., 

2017; Rietzler et al., 2019
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• Music data is relatively quantity-small but with sufficient supervision information 
in their text-form metadata (e.g., lyrics, album, descriptions, lyricist, composer, 
singer, comments), which are still under-explored.

• We propose a novel text supervision method to learn directly from text-form 
metadata, called MUSER.

• We design an additional spectrogram encoder that greatly improves  data 
efficiency of the CLIP-style framework.

• We propose a novel tri-modal contrastive pre-training framework and achieve 
state-of-the-art on music-related benchmarks.

Figure 1 Overview of our training framework. First, we convert different forms of metadata
into a unified plain text format. Then, the plain text sequence and the audio sequence of
music will be encoded respectively into a shared embedding space. Also, the music spectrum
is encoded to learn text-form concepts from multi-view. By using the shared embedding space,
we apply CLIP-style contrastive learning, which aims to distinguish music sequence by their
corresponding text.

Figure 2   Comparisons of fine-tuning efficiency on % ratio of
training samples for different downstream tasks, with only

FMA-small dataset for pre-training. Our MUSER uses less pre-training data to 
have better few-shot performance 

Table 1   Datasets for Music 
Sequence Pre-training. The 
quantity of pre-training data 
used is less than 0.1% of other 
pre-trained models.

Table 2  Performance on 
music understanding 
benchmarks. Our MUSER 
(PT+FT) outperforms SOTA on 
both tasks. Music spectrum 
encoder brings a obvious 
improvement on both tasks.

• A text template example 
A song of {hip-hop}, belongs to 
{fast-rhythm music},  whose 
style is {inspiring}. 

• Tri-modal Embeddings calculation 
The tri-modal inputs will be 
encoded respectively into a shared 
embedding space.

• Contrastive learning  
Cosine similarity is used to 
measure the distance between 
embeddings. we optimize 
embeddings together with an
asymmetric contrastive loss.

Datasets
• Free Music Archive (FMA) We use the small subset of FMA, a balanced subset

containing 8,000 clips. We rely on templates to concatenate the genre, parent
genre, and top-level tag of each audio together.

• GTZAN We choose GTZAN as the dataset for genre classification task. which
contains 1,000 tracks of 30-second length.

• MagnaTagATune (MTT) We choose MTT as the benchmark dataset for
automatic tagging task. We limit the vocabulary to the top 50 most popular tags.

Baselines
• VGGish This baseline is pre-trained on a large-scale video dataset (AudioSet) 

with a classification task.
• CLMR  This baseline first  introduced the contrastive pre-training techniques, 

which enable unsupervised music sequence representation learning.
• CLAM  This baseline first proposed for unconditional speech. It codifies a high-

rate continuous audio sequence into low-rate discrete codes. Then a language 
model is trained on resulting codified audio and optional meta-data to produce 
high-quality contextual representations.

• Multi-task We divide the pre-training into several sub-tasks of a shared encoder 
according to the annotations. 

MUSER  with far less pre-training data

MUSER with promising performance

MUSER with better few-shot ability

• MUSER only requires 0.056% of pre-training data to achieve the state-of-the-art 
performance, and it has excellent few-shot performance.

• We are the first to introduce text supervision for exploring the fine-grained feature of 
distributed songs by designing text templates.

• We add a music spectrogram encoder to the CLIP-style framework. It enables the 
MUSER encoders to learn music from different views.
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